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Optimization (CRO)Abstract In this paper, a Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) based higher order neural
network with a single hidden layer called Pi–Sigma Neural Network (PSNN) has been proposed
for data classiﬁcation which maintains fast learning capability and avoids the exponential increase
of number of weights and processing units. CRO is a recent metaheuristic optimization algorithm
inspired by chemical reactions, free from intricate operator and parameter settings such as other
algorithms and loosely couples chemical reactions with optimization. The performance of the pro-
posed CRO-PSNN has been tested with various benchmark datasets from UCI machine learning
repository and compared with the resulting performance of PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSO-PSNN. The
methods have been implemented in MATLAB and the accuracy measures have been tested by using
the ANOVA statistical tool. Experimental results show that the proposed method is fast, steady and
reliable and provides better classiﬁcation accuracy than others.
 2015 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The higher order neural networks are the networks having
some higher combination of their inputs. The product units
in HONNS are able to increase the capacity of information
in neural networks and due to the presence of higher orderterms, they possess the fast learning capabilities than some
of the normal feed forward networks. They have been success-
fully used in various real life applications such as function
approximation [1], time series prediction [2] and pattern recog-
nition [3]. Several drawbacks such as nonlinear mapping capa-
bility and poor generalization along with slow rate of learning
have been found in various feed forward and multilayered neu-
ral networks. Especially the MLPs use the typical back
propagation learning algorithm which is computationally com-
plex and can get stuck at local minima.
Various optimization techniques inspired by biology, nat-
ure, physical based, social based, geography based, musical
based, swarm based and many more have been effectively used
in various real life and in some other application areas such as
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computational methods such as Evolutionary Optimization
(EO) algorithm [4], genetic algorithm [5], Invasive Weed
Optimization (IWO) [6], Artiﬁcial Immune algorithms (AI)
[7–9] are biology based algorithms. Bacterial Foraging algo-
rithm (BFO) [10], Artiﬁcial Fish-Swarm algorithm (AFS)
[11], Ant Colony algorithm (ACO) [12,13], Saplings Growing
Up algorithm (SGU) [14,15], Monkey Search algorithm (MS)
[16], Enzyme Algorithm (EA) [17], Fireﬂy Algorithm (FA)
[18], Intelligent Water Drop algorithm (IWD) [19], Bee
Colony algorithm (BCO) [20,21], Cat Swarm Optimization
(CSO) [22,23], Glowworm Swarm Optimization (GSO)
[24,25] are some of the important swarm optimization methods.
Some physical based algorithms include Electromagnetism-like
algorithm (ELA) [26,27], Artiﬁcial Physics Optimization algo-
rithm (APO) [28], Big bang–big Crunch optimization (BBCO)
[29,30], Charged System Search (CSS) [31,32], Particle
Collision Algorithm (PCA) [33], Central Force Optimization
(CFO) [34,35], Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)
[36,37]. The method Teaching learning based optimization
(TLBO) [38,39] is based on passing the knowledge within a
classroom environment, Harmony search (HS) [40] based on
music improvisation of a music player, Shufﬂed Frog
Leaping (SFL) [41] based on communication among frogs,
Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) [42] based on the
principle of immigration and emigration of the species from
one place to the other, Grenade Explosion Method (GEM)
[43] based on principle of explosion of a grenade are some of
the meta-heuristics which have proved their efﬁciency to solve
some speciﬁc kind of problems.
The above discussed algorithms are population based opti-
mization approaches, but they have some drawbacks or restric-
tions in different aspect. The main drawback of all the above
discussed algorithms is the requirement of different suitable
parameters for better convergence of the algorithms.
Appropriate selection of the parameters is necessary for the
searching of the optimum solution by these algorithms. Any
type of change in the parameters of such algorithms may lead
to the change in the effectiveness of the algorithm. Therefore
enhancements can be done either by modifying the existing
algorithms or by hybridizing the existing algorithm with some
other appropriate methods. In this work an effort has been
made to use CRO, which is free from such parameters with less
computational cost and high efﬁciency. The CRO algorithm, a
changeable population basedmeta-heuristic is based on the che-
mical reactions between various atoms and molecules. It does
not capture all the strict versions of chemical reactions and
equations.
In this paper, the performance of Pi–Sigma neural network
has been tested by using a recently developed chemical reaction
inspired optimization algorithm with the standard back
propagation learning algorithm. To study the performance of
the CRO algorithm, some standard typical benchmark datasets
have been considered and the performance has been compared
with other optimization algorithms such as GA and PSO.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the literature survey of some previous
works, Section 3 addresses some basics preliminaries of
Pi–Sigma network, chemical reaction optimization, Particle
Swarm Optimization and genetic algorithm. In Section 4, the
proposed CRO based PSNN has been presented.
Experimental setup and result analysis have been presented inSection 5 and 6 respectively. Section 7 is devoted to statistical
analysis and cross validation for ﬁnding classiﬁcation accuracy
and Section 8 concludes the work with some future directions.2. Related work
To circumvent the drawbacks of the earlier developed neural
network, some higher order neural networks such as Sigma
Pi Neural Network (SPNN) [44], Product Unit Neural
Network (PUNN) [45], Higher Order Processing unit neural
network (HPUNN) [46] have been developed to perform non-
linear mappings. But unfortunately when the order of network
becomes exceptionally high, it affects these networks by the
exponential increase of the required higher order terms. In
1992, Shin and Ghosh [1] developed another neural network,
which is called the Pi–Sigma neural network which avoids
the exponential increase of number of weight vectors along
with the processing units. The PSNN uses the product of
sum of input components having the linear summation of a
single hidden layer and the product of processing units at out-
put layer, instead of sum of product of inputs as other net-
works. Hussain et al. [47] have proposed a new type of
neural network called the recurrent Pi–Sigma neural network
(RPSN), used as predictor structure in Differential Pulse
Code Modulation systems which utilizes both the temporal
dynamics of the image formation process and the multi-linear
interactions between the pixels for 1D/2D predictive image
coding. Li [48] has suggested a memory based Sigma–Pi–
Sigma neural network for excellent learning convergence along
with reducing the memory size and overcoming the possible
extensive memory requirement problem. Weber and Wermter
[49] have presented a sigma-pi network trained with an online
learning algorithm for solving the frame of reference transfor-
mation problem. For ﬁnancial time series prediction a novel
application of Ridge polynomial network formed by adding
different degrees of Pi–Sigma neural networks has been sug-
gested by Ghazali et al. [50] which is able to ﬁnd an appropri-
ate input output mapping of various chaotic ﬁnancial time
series data with a good performance in learning speed and gen-
eralization capability. Kang et al. [51] have proposed an online
gradient algorithm for Pi–Sigma neural networks with stochas-
tic inputs, which not only helps to improve the computational
efﬁciency but also to jump off from local minima. Xiu and Xia
[52] have developed a switch reluctance motor based on Pi–
Sigma neural network and the tested results demonstrate high
accuracy, strong ability of generalization, and fast computa-
tional speed of the model. Nie and Deng [53] realized that
hybrid genetic algorithm can search out the global optimum
which is faster than genetic algorithm and their proposed
hybrid genetic algorithm trained Pi–Sigma network was used
to resolve the function optimization problem. Song et al. [54]
have proposed a new visual cryptography scheme for general
access structures using Pi–Sigma neural networks to infuse a
new activity in visual cryptography researching.
A special class of higher order networks called Pi–Sigma
networks, trained by distributed evolutionary algorithms by
incorporating the global optimization methods has been stud-
ied by Epitropakis et al. [55]. Fallahnezhad et al. [56] have pro-
posed a novel hybrid higher order neural classiﬁer which
exhibits good generalization capabilities and improved accura-
cy for handling classiﬁcation problems by taking into
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Figure 1 Architecture of Pi–Sigma network.
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1071consideration a number of benchmark datasets. Yu et al. [57]
have used the gradient algorithm with synchronous update
rule for training the ridge polynomial neural network for
monotonicity and better convergence. The monotonicity along
with convergence theorems of the asynchronous gradient
method has been used for training the ridge polynomial neural
network proposed by Yu et al. [58] for effective training. Sahu
et al. [59] have proposed a chemical reaction optimization
based Pi–Sigma neural network by keeping the population size
ﬁxed for solving parity problems.
In this paper, a higher order neural network (Pi–Sigma net-
work) with chemical reaction optimization has been proposed
for the classiﬁcation of real world benchmark datasets. The
main focus of this paper is the effective and efﬁcient use of
CRO in Pi–Sigma neural network, keeping with the view of
some important factors of classiﬁcation problem such as high
classiﬁcation accuracy, low error rates and low implementa-
tion cost. Also, a special attention has been devoted towards
the statistical signiﬁcance of the proposed model by testing
with a number of statistical tests such as ANOVA,
Friedman, Post Hoc, Tukey and Dunnett Test. The results
of the proposed CRO-PSNN are quite encouraging and
promising in all the considered cases.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Pi–Sigma Neural Networks (PSNNs)
The PSNN is a special type of feed forward neural networks
having an input layer, a single hidden layer of summation units
and product units in the output layer. It passes the output as a
nonlinear function as the product of summation unit in the
output layer. By using fewer weight vectors and processing
units these are capable of quick learning which makes them
more accurate and tractable than the other neural networks.
The weights connected from the input layer to hidden layer
are tailored during the training and the weights connecting
from hidden layer to output layer are ﬁxed to unity. Due to
this reason the complexity of the hidden layer can be dra-
matically reduced by the number of tunable weights, for which
the model can be easily implementable and accelerated [60,61].
Let the input x ¼ ðx0; x1; . . . ; xj; . . . ; xnÞT be the (n+ 1)
dimensional input vectors where additional Bj is the bias unit
and xj denotes the jth component of X. The (n+ 1) k dimen-
sional weight vectors such that wij ¼ ðwij0;wij1;wij2; . . . ;wijnÞT,
i= 1,2, . . . ,k are summed at a layer of k summing units, where
k is the corresponding order of the network. The output at the
hidden layer hj in Fig. 1 can be computed by Eq. (1).
hj ¼ Bj þ
X
wjixi ð1Þ
where wij represents the weight from the input to summing
unit. As the weight in the hidden layer to output layer is ﬁxed
to 1, so the output O can be computed by Eq. (2).
O ¼ f
Yk
j¼1
hj
 !
ð2Þ
where f(Æ) is an suitable activation function. The order of the
PSNN can be computed by the exact number of processing
neurons in the hidden layer. The structure of the network
may be regularly expanded by adding one or more extrasumming units in the hidden layer without hampering the
structure of PSNN.
3.2. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic algorithm is evolutionary and stochastic algorithms
introduced by Holland [62] at University of Michigan and
Goldberg [5]. The development of GA has now been reached
a stage of maturity, due to the effort made in the last decade
by academics and engineers all over the world. They are not
as much of vulnerable to getting ‘stuck’ at local optima than
gradient search methods. Genetic algorithms are robust and
efﬁcient [63] search methods based on Darwin’s principle
(‘Survival of Fittest’) of natural selection and genetic inheri-
tance. The working principle of GA starts with the random
selection of population of chromosomes or from known speci-
ﬁed specimens. The GA always allows the survival of the ﬁttest
chromosome over some continuous generation for solving the
problem. The chromosomes will be iteratively cycled through
three basic steps such as selection, crossover and mutation.
Every chromosome represents a single conceivable solution
to the problem [64] and will compete for the resources and
mates. The strongest successful chromosomes will be able to
produce more offspring than the weakly performed chromo-
somes. The best performed chromosomes will propagate the
genes throughout the population for which two good parent
chromosomes will produce better offspring than themselves
and the succeeding generation will be preferably suited to the
environment.
Algorithm of GA
Step-1: Generate population of chromosomes randomly.
Step-2: Compute ﬁtness of each individual chromosome.
Step-3: Select adequate amount of chromosomes for reproduction.
Step-4: Perform crossover for reproduction of chromosomes.
Step-5: If maximum iteration or other speciﬁed stopping criteria
reached then go to step-6.
Else go to step-2.
Step-6: Stop.
1072 J. Nayak et al.3.3. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)Particle Swarm Optimization is a globally adopted evolution-
ary metaheuristic and stochastic algorithm proposed by
Kennedy and Eberhart [65] which is mainly based on dynamic
stability theory [66] and has the capability of handling large
multidimensional problems due to its fast convergence proper-
ty. Being a population based algorithm, the PSO has less com-
putational complexity due to fewer number of parameter
adjustments. The algorithm has been inspired by the simulated
social behavior of bird ﬂocking [67]. The quintessence for the
development of PSO was assuming a location that has no mass
or volume, ﬂying like a bird in multi dimensional space, not
only adjusting its position but also exchanging information
about the current position in search space according to its
own earlier experience and that of its neighbors [68]. The
behavior of birds, insects and ﬁshes, etc. indicates a distinctive
sign towards the non-colliding nature between themselves,
when they travel in a group for food or shelter [69] by adjust-
ing both their position and velocity. In this mechanism, mem-
bers of a swarm communicate their information and modify
their positions and velocities using their group information
according to the best position appeared in the current move-
ment of the swarm [70]. The particles of the swarm would
gradually get closer to this position and ﬁnally ﬁnd the optimal
point by their interactive cooperation [71]. Every particle has
to retain its local best positions lbest and the global best position
gbest among all the particles. The data transmission in the PSO
algorithm is a one-way information ﬂow mechanism [72].
Viðtþ 1Þ ¼ x  ViðtÞ þ c1  rand 1ð Þ
 lbestiðtÞ  XiðtÞð Þ þ c2  rand 1ð Þ  gbestðtÞ  XiðtÞð Þ ð3Þ
Xiðtþ 1Þ ¼ XiðtÞ þ Viðtþ 1Þ ð4Þ
Eq. (3) controls both cognition and social behavior of particles
and next position of the particles is updated by using Eq. (4),
where x is the inertia weight and normally set to 0.9, ViðtÞ and
Vi (t+ 1) are the velocity of ith particle at time t and t+ 1 in
the population respectively, c1 and c2 are acceleration coefﬁ-
cients normally set between 0 and 2 (may be same), XiðtÞ is
the position of ith particle and lbestiðtÞ and gbest(t) denotes
local best particle of ith particle and global best particle among
local bests at time t, rand(1) generates random value between 0
and 1.
3.4. Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO)
CRO is a recently developed chemical reaction inspired meta-
heuristic algorithm proposed by Lam and Li [73], where mole-
cules incessantly alter in an attempt to attain the lowest free
energy. The CRO has proved its best efﬁciency towards solving
various practical problems [74,75] and the artiﬁcial neural net-
works trained by CRO perform better than the other evolu-
tionary techniques. It is a technique that covers only the
basic properties of some typical chemical reactions which
enables weak coupling of these reactions with optimization
problems. The CRO has been applied to tackle various types
of nondeterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problems
[76]. In a microscopic view, CRO is less sensitive towards the
state of molecules in a chemical reaction system. It tries tocapture the phenomenon [77] that reactions give products with
the lowest energy on the Potential Energy Surface (PES). Due
to this tendency, CRO uses the idea of mimicking the objective
function landscape with PES and molecules can explore the
solution space to ﬁnd the global optimum.
A chemical reaction is a reaction where one or more chemi-
cal species combined and react together to form another che-
mical species of different properties. Chemical reaction
generally takes place by breaking and making of chemical
bonds simultaneously. On the basis of the heat of enthalpy,
chemical reactions can be classiﬁed into two types i.e.
endothermic and exothermic. In case of endothermic reactions,
cooling is occurred where as for exothermic the heat will be
transferred to the surroundings. Any chemical system will be
in stable state for which there will be thermal, chemical and
mechanical equilibrium. When the system is not in the thermal
equilibrium, then it must go through a transformation of state
by releasing or accepting energy between the surroundings and
the system. Every molecule or chemical species possesses a
deﬁnite amount of energy which can be the summation bond
energies of all the bonds present in the chemical entity. The
chemical system acquires energy from the environment during
the formation of bond and releases some energy to the sur-
roundings during the breakages of bond. The CRO is governed
by four elementary chemical reactions such as Intermolecular
collision, on-wall collision, Synthesis and Decomposition.
3.4.1. Inter molecular collision
It means the collision of two or more reactant molecule with
each other resulting in the formation of different products.
Example: 2HI (Hydrogen Iodide) + Cl2 (Chlorine)ﬁ
2HCl (Hydrogen Chloride) + I2 (Iodine).
In general:
If w1 + w2! w10 þ w20 is a reaction and If
KE(w1) + KE(w2) + PE(w1) + PE(w2) Æ PEðw10Þ+ PEðw20Þ
then the new chemical system ðw10 þ w20Þ is accepted else
rejected. Where KE is the Kinetic Energy and PE is the
Potential Energy, w1, w2, w10; w20 are the reactants.
3.4.2. On wall collision
It means collision of a reactant molecule with the wall of a con-
tainer. It is also known as uni-molecular reaction where the
molecule undergoes exothermic process with the removal of
some amount of heat energy.
Example: NH4CNO (Ammonium Cyanate)ﬁ NH2
CONH2 (Urea).
In general:
If w! w0 is a reaction, and If KE(w) + PE(w) < PE(w0),
then the new chemical system (w0) is accepted else rejected.
3.4.3. Synthesis
A synthesis reaction occurs when more than one molecules or
reactants pooled each other to produce a sole compound.
Example: N2 (Nitrogen) + 3H2 (Hydrogen)ﬁ 2NH3
(Ammonia).
In general:
If w1 + w2! w is a reaction, and If KE(w1) + KE(w2) +
PE(w1) + PE(w2) < PE(w), then the new chemical system (w)
is accepted else rejected.
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Decomposition reaction occurs when a molecule dissociates
into different fragments on collision with the wall of a contain-
er. It is the reverse process of synthesis reaction.
Example: 2N2O5 (Nitrogen Pentoxide)ﬁ 4NO2 (Nitrogen
Dioxide) + O2 (Oxygen).
In general:
If w ! w10 þ w20 and If KE(w) + PE(w) < PEðw10Þ+
PEðw20Þ, then the new chemical system ðw10 þ w20Þ is accepted
else rejected.
Pseudo code of CRO Algorithm
1. Initialize the population.
2. If molecules satisfy inter molecular collision criteria
3. Then Select two or more molecules from population.
4. If molecules satisfy the synthesis criteria
5. Then perform synthesis operation.
6. Else perform inter molecular collision operation.
7. Else Select one molecule.
8. If it satisﬁes decomposition criteria
9. Then Perform decomposition operation.
10. Else Perform on wall eﬀective collision operation.
11. Check for minimum point
12. If stopping criteria satisﬁes
13. Then obtain the best minimum point, goto step 15.
14. Else goto step 2.
15. EndInter mo1
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Figure 2 Steps of Intermolecular coll4. Proposed CRO based PSNN
In this section, four speciﬁc elementary chemical reactions
such as Intermolecular collision, on wall collision, Synthesis
and Decomposition process of a chemical system are used to
adjust the weights of PSNN, which in turn helps to improve
classiﬁcation accuracy of CRO based PSNN model. The
process of improving weight-set of PSNN by using
Intermolecular collision reaction can be visualized in Fig. 2.
Initially two adjacent weight-sets (w1, w2Þ are selected from
population of n number of weight-set of PSNN. Then those
two selected weight-sets undergo through Intermolecular colli-
sion reaction. Two another resultant weight-sets w01 and w
0
2 are
generated depending upon randomly generated values in
between 0 and 1. As a result at this stage four number of reac-
tants w1; w2; w
0
1; w
0
2 will be produced and the objective is to
replace two initially selected weight-sets (w1 and w2Þ with
two stable weight-sets (having maximum ﬁtness value) out of
four weight-sets (w1; w2; w
0
1; w
0
2). To achieve this, these
weight-sets are set independently to PSNN and the PSNN
model is trained with the datasets. Let RMSE 1, RMSE 2,
RMSE 3 and RMSE 4 are the root mean square errors gener-
ated from PSNN by setting w1; w2; w
0
1; w
0
2 respectively. The
ﬁtness values of w1; w2; w
0
1; w
0
2 generated from RMSE 1,
RMSE 2, RMSE 3 and RMSE 4 can be computed as follows:
Fwi ¼ 1=RMSEi
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ﬁtness to obtain two best weight-sets and ﬁnally the initially
selected weight-sets w1 and w2 will be replaced by them.
In this way, the weight-sets of the population can be
improved iteratively by using Intermolecular collision. The
other chemical reactions such as on wall collision,
Synthesis and Decomposition have been implemented
in the same way as that of Intermolecular collision
procedure. In the rest of this section, the pseudo code of
the proposed method along with detail explanation has been
presented.
In Algorithm 1 (CRO-PSNN), the term ‘weight-set’ has
been used to denote a set a weights of PSNN model at
particular instance of time. The Procedure ‘BestMolecule
Selection’ selects the best weight-set with low RMSE from
population P and for every weight-set in P, the net output
of CRO-PSNN is computed as well as the error of the net-
work is calculated for each pattern of dataset using Back
Propagation Learning. Depending upon the error in the
network, RMSE is calculated by using Eq. (6) and ﬁtness
of weight-set has computed by using the procedure
‘FitnessFromTraining’. Among all the weight-sets, one is
preferred as a best weight-set (known as weight-set ‘w’) based
upon ﬁtness. The procedure ‘FitnessFromTraining’ is used to
compute ﬁtness of a single weight-set and the procedure
‘CalculationOfFitness’ is used for the evaluation of ﬁtness of
entire weight-sets in the population P. The Procedure
‘Decomposition’ is a uni-molecular collision which is used
to generate two weight-set (w1 and w2Þ from the parent
weight-set (w) by addition or substraction of randomly gener-
ated value. Other parts of the solution space can be explored
through decomposition which permits diversiﬁcation of solu-
tion space. Weight-sets which are generated from parent
weight-set will comprise of supplementary features with addi-
tion to feature of parent weight-set which facilitate to search
out optimal weight-set. During the iteration, for each weight-
set (i.e. Molecule) except last molecule in population P, best
weight-sets among w (selected by BestMoleculeSelection pro-
cedure), w1 and w2 (generated by Decomposition procedure)
will replace currently selected weight-set in the population
P. This can be achieved by the procedure ‘Assignment’ withTable 1 Notation of variables used in this section.
Parameter Description
P Randomly generated population of weight-sets
T Target vector taken from given dataset
x Dataset
B Bias
W Best weight-set having highest ﬁtness in P
w1, w2 Two weight-sets after decomposition of w
w3 Weight-set after on wall collision of w
w4 Best weight-set used for synthesis or inter molecular
collision operation
w5 Resultant weight-set after synthesis of w3 and w4
w6, w7 Two resultant weight-sets after inter molecular
collision of w3 and w4
max_iter Maximum number of iterations
mxi, mxi2 Index of the weight set with maximum ﬁtnessthe parameters: i (used for currently selected weight-set), w,
w1, w2 and P (Table 1). Procedure ‘OnWallCollision’ produces
a new weight-sets w3 (molecule) by adding a random number
on best molecule w. In this proposed work, random numbers
are generated in between [1 to +1]. Second version of
assignment procedure ‘Assignment1’ is used to pick best
molecule (weight-set) among w and w3 (generated from pro-
cedure OnWall Collision) which replace currently selected
molecule in P.
Algorithm 1. CRO based PSNN (CRO-PSNN)
INPUT: Dataset with target vector ‘t’, Initial population of
weight-sets ‘P’, Bias B.
OUTPUT: PSNN with optimized weight-set ‘w’.
CRO-PSNN-CLASSIFICATION (x, P, t, B)
while(1)
For i= 1:1:Lp  1; Lp is number of weight-sets in P.
r1= rand(1), r2= rand(1);
If (r1 > 0.5)
[w,mxi]= BestMoleculeSelection (x, P, t, B);
If (r2 > 0.5)
[w1,w2]= Decomposition ðwÞ;
P= Assignment ði;w;w1;w2;PÞ;
else
w3 = OnWallCollisionðwÞ;
P= Assignment1 (i, w, w3, P);
end
else
ﬁtnessmol= CalculationOfFitness (x, w, t, B, P);
If (ﬁtnessmol(i)> ﬁtnessmol(i+ 1))
w4 = P(i,:);
mxi1 ¼ i;
else
w4 = P(i+ 1,:);
mxi1 ¼ i;
end
½w5;mxi2= BestMoleculeSelection(x, P, t, B);
If (r2 > 0.5)
w6 = Synthesis (w4,w5);
P= Assignment2 (w6,w4,w5,P);
else
½w7;w8= InterMolecularCollision (w4,w5);
P= Assignment3 (w7,w8,w4,w5,P);
end
underlineend
end
iter= iter+ 1;
If (iter==max_iter)
break;
end
endIf r1 exceeds 0.5 then either procedure decomposition fol-
lowed by assignment or ‘OnWallCollision’ followed by
‘Assignment1’ is executed depending upon randomly generated
value of r2. The absolute ﬂow of execution of procedures in the
proposed method can be visualized in above pseudo code
‘Algorithm 1: CRO based PSNN’. If value of r1 does not
exceed 0.5 then ﬁtness (generated by using procedure
‘CalculationOfFitness’) of ith and (i+ 1)th molecule is com-
pared and best one is chosen as w4. Molecule w6 (weight-set)
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1075is formed by procedure ‘Synthesis’ by random selection of
weight from weight-set w4 and w5 known as synthesis opera-
tion which allows static molecule (inﬂexible molecule) to
explore into other solution space.. Currently selected molecule
in the population P (i, :) is replaced by best molecule among
w4, w5 and w6. Procedure ‘InterMolecularCollision’ creates
two new weight-set w7 and w8 form w4 and w5 by addition
or subtraction of random number which are generated within
range [1 to +1].
Algorithm 2. Best molecule selection procedure
function ½w= BestMoleculeSelection (x, P, t, B)
fori= 1:1:nor, where nor is number of rows in P
Calculate ﬁtness of individual weight set ‘w’ i.e.
P(i,:) from population P by using
‘FitnessFromTraining (x,w,t, B)’ procedure.
end
Select weight set ‘best’ on the basis of maximum
ﬁtness.
Assign w = best.
EndAlgorithm 3. Fitness from training procedure
function F= FitnessFromTraining (x, w, t, B)
for i= 1–n, n is the length of the dataset
Compute the output at the hidden layer
hj ¼ Bj þ
X
wjixi
Compute the output of the network
O ¼ f
Yk
j¼1
hj
 !
¼ 1 1þ exp 
Yk
j¼1
hj
 ! !,
Calculate the error term
e ¼ t ið Þ O ið Þ
end for
Compute root mean square error (RMSE) by
using Eq. (6) from target value and output.
F= 1/RMSE, where F is ﬁtness of the network instance
of PSNN model.
EndAlgorithm 4. Decomposition procedure
function [w1,w2]= DecompositionðwÞ
w1 = w+ (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
w2 = w+ (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
endAlgorithm 5. Assignment procedure
function P= Assignment (i, w, w1, w2, P)
Calculate ﬁtness of w in PSNN by using
‘FitnessFromTraining’ procedure say f.
Calculate ﬁtness of w1 in PSNN by using
‘FitnessFromTraining’ procedure say f1.
Calculate ﬁtness of w2 in PSNN by using
‘FitnessFromTraining’ procedure say f2.
If (f> f1)
if ðf> f2Þ
P(i,:) = w;
else
P(i,:) = w2;
End
else
if (f1 > f2)
P(i,:) = w1;
Else
P(i,:) = w2;
End
end
endAlgorithm 6. On wall collision procedure
function w3 = OnWallCollision ðwÞ
i= rand(1);
if (i> 0.5)
w3 = w+ (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
else
w3 = w  (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
end
endAlgorithm 7. Assignment1 procedure
function P= Assignment1 (i, w, w3, P)
f= FitnessFromTraining (x, w, t, B);
f1 = FitnessFromTraining (x, w, t, B);
if ðf> f1Þ
P(i,:) = w;
else
P(i,:) = w3;
end
endAlgorithm 8. Calculation of ﬁtness procedure
function ﬁtnessmol= CalculationOfFitness (x, w, t, B, P)
for i = 1:1:nr, where nr is number of rows in P
Calculate the ﬁtness vector ‘F’ which keeps ﬁtness of
individual weight set P(i,:) from population ‘P’ by using
Fitness From Training procedure.
end
assign ﬁtnessmol = F;
end
1076Algorithm 9. Synthesis procedure
function w6 = Synthesis ðw4;w5Þ
for k = 1:1:L, where L is the length of w4 or w5
i = rand(1);
if (i> 0.5)
w6(1,k)=w4(1,k);
else
w6(1,k)=w5(1,k);
end
end
endAlgorithm 10. Assignment2 procedure
function P= Assignment2 (w6,w4,w5,P)
Calculate ﬁtness of w6 in PSNN by using ﬁtfromtrain
procedure say f.
Calculate ﬁtness of w4 in PSNN by using ﬁtfromtrain
procedure say f1.
Calculate ﬁtness of w5 in PSNN by using ﬁtfromtrain
procedure say f2.
Create a vector W=[w5,w3,w4];
Sort the W according to ascending order of their ﬁtnesses (f,
f1 and f2).
Assign top 2 weight set W(1,1) and W(1,2) to P(i1,:) and
P(i2,:) respectively, where i1 and i2 are indices of selected
weight set.
EndCROAlgorithm 11. Inter molecular collision procedure
function [w7,w8]= InterMolecularCollision ðw4;w5Þ
i= rand(1);
if (i> 0.5)
w7 = w4 + (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
w8 = w5 + (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
else
w7 = w4  (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
w8 = w5  (1 + (1–1).*rand(1));
end
endPopulation
Intermollecular collision1w
2w
nw
OR
On wall collision
OR
Synthesis
OR
Decomposition
Selection of best weight-set among
selected weight set population and
new weighted set genarated from
chemical reaction
Selection of
weight-set for
chemical
reaction
Update population with best
weight-set
.
.
.Algorithm 12. Assignment3 procedure
function P= Assignment3 (w7, w8, w4, w5, P)
Calculate ﬁtness of w7 in PSNN by using
FitnessFromTraining procedure say f1.
Calculate ﬁtness of w8 in PSNN by using
FitnessFromTraining procedure say f2.
Calculate ﬁtness of w4 in PSNN by using
FitnessFromTraining procedure say f3.
Calculate ﬁtness of w5 in PSNN by using
FitnessFromTraining procedure say f4.
Create vector W= [w6; w7; w3; w4];
Sort S according to ascending order of their ﬁtnesses (f1, f2,
f3 and f4).
Assign top 2 weight set W(1,1) and SW(1,2) to P(i1,:) and
P(i2,:) respectively, where i1 and i2 are indices of selected
weight set.
EndThe complete working process of the proposed method can
be realized in Fig. 3. From the population, some weight-setsare selected which goes through different reactions in a
chemical system as suggested in CRO. Then best reactants
(weight-sets) among the previously selected weight-sets and
newly generated weight-sets from chemical reaction, are select-
ed. As described earlier in this section, basically there are four
types of chemical reactions used in CRO. Out of four reactions
one will be triggered at a particular point of time. The use of
Intermolecular collision has been explained above in detail.
If on wall collision reaction will be triggered, one weight-set
is selected from the population and another weight-set is gen-
erated after on wall collision. Out of these two, one stable reac-
tant (weight-set with maximum ﬁtness) is used to replace the
selected weight-set in the population. If synthesis reaction is
triggered, two weight-sets will be selected from population
and synthesized into one weight-set. Out of these three
weight-sets, best one is used to replace two selected weight-sets
in the population. In case of Decomposition reaction, one
weight set will be selected and decomposed into the two
weight sets and among these three, the best will replace the
selected weight-set in the population. These processes will be
executed repeatedly until there is no signiﬁcant improvement
and changes are found in the population.
J. Nayak et al.5. Experimental analysis and setup
The proposed algorithm is aimed for classiﬁcation of datasets
having large number of feature sets and different class labels.
Eight number of data sets have been considered from the
University of California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning
repository [78]. A healthy comparison has been made for the
proposed CRO-PSNN compared to other classiﬁcation
methods such as PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN and PSNN.
5.1. Developing environment
The proposed method has been implemented using MATLAB
9.0 on a system with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU T5800, 2 GHzFigure 3 Working of the proposed CRO-PSNN model.
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1077processor, 2 GB RAM and Microsoft Windows-2007 OS.
Datasets for classiﬁcation are prepared using 5-folds out of
which 4 folds are used for training and 1-fold is used for
testing.
5.2. Parameter settings
The quality of each molecule is represented through its corre-
sponding ﬁtness value. The parameters set during the experi-
ment are given in Table 2 and the list of working formulas
used has been indicated in Table 3.
5.3. Data set information
The brief description about the datasets used in the experiment
analysis is as follows:
Monk2 Dataset: This dataset was the result of basis of the
International comparison of learning algorithms. For each of
the monk problem the dataset is divided into one train set
and test set. It comprises of 256 number of patterns, 7 number
of attributes and 2 class labels. It has no missing values.
Pima Dataset: This dataset is a collection of females more
than 21 years of age of Pima Indian Heritage. It consists of
768 patterns, 9 number of attributes and 2 class labels. There
are no missing values for this dataset.
Bupa Dataset: This dataset is related to the liver disorder
due to excessive alcohol consumption and the characteristics
of the dataset are multivariate type. Each record in the data ﬁle
indicates an individual male record. It comprises of 345Table 2 Parameter setting.
PSNN parameters CRO parameters
Initialization of weight
vector except output layer:
values between 1 and 1
Inter molecular collision criteria: {if
the algorithm allows molecules to r
other search space.
Initialization of weight
vector at output layer: 1
Synthesis criteria: {if (rand(1)> 0
into another solution space with a
the synthesis criterion on the chosen
triggered with a probability of 50%
Number of epochs: 1000 Decomposition criteria: {if (rand (1
molecule to undergo a local search
parts of the solution space through
in Decomposition reaction. Otherw
____ Stopping criteria: If execution of the
RMSE is remaining unchanged for
Table 3 Working formulas used.
Classiﬁcation accuracy If cm is confusion matrix of order
Accuracy ¼
Pn
i¼1
Pm
j ¼ 1;
i ¼¼ j
cmi;j
Pn
i¼1
Pm
j¼1cmi;j
 100
Root mean square error Root mean square error (RMSE)
is computed for n diﬀerent predict
Min–max normalization v0 ¼ vminAmaxAminA ðnew maxA  new mi
values of dataset v to v0 in the ranpatterns, 7 number of attributes and 2 class labels. It has no
missing values.
New Thyroid: This dataset is used to classify the patient’s
thyroid condition as normal, hypo and hyper. The dataset con-
sists of 215 patterns, 6 number of attributes and 3 class labels.
It has no missing attributes.
Wine Dataset: These are the resultant of the chemical ana-
lysis wines grown in the same region in Italy. The characteris-
tics of the dataset are multivariate type and its attributes are
alcohol, malic acid, etc. It consists of 178 patterns, 14 number
of attributes and 3 number of classes. It has no missing values.
Balance Dataset: This dataset is used to model the psycho-
logical experimental results. The balance scale may shift to left
or right or to be balanced. It is based on the balance scale mea-
surements having 625 patterns, 4 number of attributes and 3
classes. It has no missing values.
Heart Dataset: This database is related to the human heart
and its attributes are age, sex, chest pain type, resting blood
pressure, etc. It comprises of 256 patterns, 14 number of attri-
butes and 2 class labels. It is of multivariate type and has no
missing values.
Hayesroth Dataset: This dataset consists of 5 numerically
valued attributes such as name, hobby, age, etc. it has 160
number of patterns, 5 number of attributes and 3 class labels
having no missing values.
Table 4 summarizes the detailed information about the
datasets. The ﬁrst column in the table shows the corresponding
name of the datasets. The other information such as no of
attributes, number of class labels, etc. has been indicated in
the rest of some columns.(rand(1)> 0.5)}. This criterion indicates that, with a rate of 50%,
emain in current search space with local search rather a transition to
.5)}. As per this criterion, the algorithm brings some set of molecules
rate of 50% probability for exploration through synthesis. Based on
molecules, either inter-molecular collision or a synthesis operation is
each.
)> 0.5)}. This criterion indicates that, the algorithm allows a
with 50% probability and rest 50% probability is to explore other
decomposition. If a decomposition criterion is satisﬁed, then it results
ise, an on-wall collision takes place.
proposed algorithm reached the maximum number of iterations then
a speciﬁed number of iterations.
then accuracy of classiﬁcation is computed as (5)
of predicted output values O^i of a target variable y
ions as follows: RMSE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPn
i¼1 OiO^ið Þ2
n
r (6)
nAÞ þ new minA min–max normalization maps
ge [new maxAto new minA] of an attribute A.
(7)
1078 J. Nayak et al.6. Result analysis and discussion
The proposed algorithm has been implemented and tested for
various normalized datasets (Table 4) with a 5-fold crossTable 4 Data set information.
Dataset Number of
patterns
Number of
attributes
Number of
classes
Nu
in
Monk2 256 07 02 121
Pima 768 09 02 500
Bupa 345 07 02 145
New Thyroid 215 06 03 150
Wine 178 14 03 71
Balance 625 04 03 288
Heart 256 14 02 142
Hayesroth 160 05 03 65
Table 5 5-Fold cross validated Monk2, Pima, Bupa, New Thyroid
Dataset Data ﬁles Number of
patterns
Task
Monk2 Monk-2-5-1trn.dat 256 Training
monk-2-5-1tst.dat 87 Testing
monk-2-5-2trn.dat 256 Training
monk-2-5-2tst.dat 87 Testing
monk-2-5-3trn.dat 256 Training
monk-2-5-3tst.dat 86 Testing
monk-2-5-4trn.dat 256 Training
monk-2-5-4tst.dat 86 Testing
monk-2-5-5trn.dat 256 Training
monk-2-5-5tst.dat 86 Testing
Pima Pima-5-5trn.dat 278 Training
Pima-5-1tst.dat 154 Testing
Pima-5-2trn.dat 277 Training
Pima-5-2tst.dat 154 Testing
Pima-5-3trn.dat 278 Training
Pima-5-3tst.dat 154 Testing
Pima-5-4trn.dat 278 Training
Pima-5-4tst.dat 153 Testing
Pima-5-5trn.dat 277 Training
Pima-5-5tst.dat 154 Testing
Bupa Bupa-5-1trn.dat 256 Training
Bupa-5-1tst.dat 69 Testing
Bupa-5-2trn.dat 256 Training
Bupa-5-2tst.dat 69 Testing
Bupa-5-3trn.dat 256 Training
Bupa-5-3tst.dat 69 Testing
Bupa-5-4trn.dat 256 Training
Bupa-5-4tst.dat 69 Testing
Bupa-5-5trn.dat 256 Training
Bupa-5-5tst.dat 69 Testing
New Thyroid newthyroid-5-1trn.dat 172 Training
newthyroid-5-1tst.dat 43 Testing
newthyroid-5-2trn.dat 172 Training
newthyroid-5-2tst.dat 43 Testing
newthyroid-5-3trn.dat 172 Training
newthyroid-5-3tst.dat 43 Testing
newthyroid-5-4trn.dat 172 Training
newthyroid-5-4tst.dat 43 Testing
newthyroid-5-5trn.dat 172 Training
newthyroid-5-5tst.dat 43 Testingvalidation technique and has used the min–max normalization
(Eq. (7)). For each of the datasets 10 number of runs are per-
formed for every single fold. Cross-Validation [79] is a statisti-
cal approach to estimate the generalized unbiased performancember of patterns
class-1
Number of patterns
in class-2
Number of patterns
in class-3
135 –
268 –
200 –
35 30
59 48
288 49
114 –
64 31
datasets.
Number of patterns
in class-1
Number of patterns
in class-2
Number of patterns
in class-3
105 151 –
41 46 –
108 148 –
41 46 –
111 145 –
41 45 –
110 146 –
41 45 –
108 148 –
40 46 –
174 104 –
100 54 –
171 106 –
100 54 –
171 107 –
100 54 –
167 111 –
100 53 –
169 108 –
100 54 –
110 146 –
29 40 –
109 147 –
29 40 –
109 147 –
29 40 –
107 149 –
29 40 –
111 145 –
29 40 –
120 28 24
30 07 06
120 28 24
30 07 06
120 28 24
30 07 06
120 28 24
30 07 06
120 28 24
30 07 06
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1079of the learned model, which compares learning algorithms by
dividing data into two groups such as training set and testing
set, which are used to train and evaluate the model respective-
ly. The data (Tables 5 and 6) in our proposed method are pre-
pared using the 5-fold cross validation (processed by KEEL
Data-Mining Software Tool [80]. Table 7 gives the result of
classiﬁcation accuracy for Monk2, Pima, Bupa, New
Thyroid datasets and Table 8 represents the result of classiﬁca-
tion accuracy of the rest four datasets such as wine, Balance,
Heart and Haysroth based on 10 number of runs. The results
of average value for each dataset after performing the 5-fold
cross validation, for the proposed CRO-PSNN model with
back propagation learning are compared with other three
models namely PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN and PSNN, that are
given in Table 9. It clearly indicates that the classiﬁcation accu-
racy (Eq. (5)) of the proposed model is quite better than the
other models for both training and testing. The performanceTable 6 5-Fold Cross validated Wine, Balance, Heart, Haysroth D
Dataset Data ﬁles Number of Patterns Task
Wine Wine-5-1trn.dat 142 Training
Wine-5-1tst.dat 36 Testing
Wine-5-2trn.dat 142 Training
Wine-5-2tst.dat 36 Testing
Wine-5-3trn.dat 142 Training
Wine-5-3tst.dat 36 Testing
Wine-5-4trn.dat 142 Training
Wine-5-4tst.dat 35 Testing
Wine-5-5trn.dat 143 Training
Wine-5-5tst.dat 35 Testing
Balance Balance-5-1trn.dat 500 Training
Balance-5-1tst.dat 125 Testing
Balance-5-2trn.dat 500 Training
Balance-5-2tst.dat 125 Testing
Balance-5-3trn.dat 500 Training
Balance-5-3tst.dat 125 Testing
Balance-5-4trn.dat 500 Training
Balance-5-4tst.dat 125 Testing
Balance-5-5trn.dat 500 Training
Balance-5-5tst.dat 125 Testing
Heart heart-5-1trn.dat 216 Training
heart-5-1tst.dat 54 Testing
heart-5-2trn.dat 216 Training
heart-5-2tst.dat 54 Testing
heart-5-3trn.dat 216 Training
heart-5-3tst.dat 54 Testing
heart-5-4trn.dat 216 Training
heart-5-4tst.dat 54 Testing
heart-5-5trn.dat 216 Training
heart-5-5tst.dat 54 Testing
Hayesroth hayesroth-5-1trn.dat 128 Training
hayesroth-5-1tst.dat 32 Testing
hayesroth-5-2trn.dat 128 Training
hayesroth-5-2tst.dat 32 Testing
hayesroth-5-3trn.dat 128 Training
hayesroth-5-3tst.dat 32 Testing
hayesroth-5-4trn.dat 128 Training
hayesroth-5-4tst.dat 32 Testing
hayesroth-5-5trn.dat 128 Training
hayesroth-5-5tst.dat 32 Testingof all the models by considering the number of epochs and
the RMSE (Eq. (6)) has been shown in Figs. 4–11 for eight
datasets. The classiﬁcation accuracy of the four models for
all the considered datasets has shown in Fig. 12 and may vary
for various datasets of different applications.6.1. Performance analysis with cost estimation
In this section, the performance of the proposed CRO-PSNN
has been critically analyzed in terms of the cost factor. For
each data set used in the experiment, 10 number of individual
run for each algorithm has been performed in every single fold.
The classiﬁcation accuracy for all the datasets (5-fold cross
validated) has been shown in Tables 7 and 8. Let us now make
a deep observation on the performance of the proposed
method by calculating the required cost for implementing theatasets.
Number of patterns
in class-1
Number of patterns
in class-2
Number of patterns
in class-3
47 57 38
12 14 10
47 57 38
12 14 10
47 57 38
12 14 10
47 57 38
12 14 09
48 56 39
11 15 09
39 230 231
10 58 57
39 230 231
10 58 57
39 230 231
10 58 57
39 230 231
10 58 57
39 230 231
10 58 57
120 96 –
30 24 –
120 96 –
30 24 –
120 96 –
30 24 –
120 96 –
30 24 –
120 96 –
30 24 –
52 51 25
13 13 06
52 51 25
13 13 06
52 51 25
13 13 06
52 51 25
13 13 06
52 52 24
13 12 07
Table 7 Performance of classiﬁcation accuracy on Monk-2, Pima, Bupa, New Thyroid datasets.
Datasets Task Accuracy of classiﬁcation in %
Data 5-Folds CRO-PSNN PSO-PSNN GA-PSNN PSNN
Monk-2 monk-2-5-1trn.dat monk-2-5-1tst.dat Training 98.94125 94.25065 91.34302 87.09465
Testing 98.65503 93.20354 91.23045 88.30485
monk-2-5-2trn.dat monk-2-5-2tst.dat Training 98.82501 94.63629 91.52376 87.38207
Testing 98.64023 93.72403 91.44083 88.24995
monk-2-5-3trn.dat monk-2-5-3tst.dat Training 98.79885 94.33743 91.43592 87.02837
Testing 98.28612 93.30857 91.13547 87.16387
monk-2-5-4trn.dat monk-2-5-4tst.dat Training 98.92436 94.13034 91.02635 87.08364
Testing 98.64681 93.86473 91.06483 88.05620
monk-2-5-5trn.dat monk-2-5-5tst.dat Training 98.55160 94.33748 91.28350 87.24403
Testing 98.28605 93.51329 91.30746 88.74632
Pima Pima-5-1trn.dat Pima-5-1tst.dat Training 94.92845 91.20273 90.04783 88.38364
Testing 92.88353 91.36032 89.23953 87.44824
Pima-5-2trn.dat Pima-5-2tst.dat Training 93.93420 91.05203 90.56003 88.23698
Testing 92.94834 91.43404 89.44372 87.49248
Pima-5-3trn.dat Pima-5-3tst.dat Training 91.12836 91.14052 90.05992 88.37209
Testing 91.54318 91.27280 89.15308 88.04128
Pima-5-4trn.dat Pima-5-4tst.dat Training 93.84398 91.47019 90.04350 88.05546
Testing 93.71162 91.23088 89.04798 87.17655
Pima-5-5trn.dat Pima-5-5tst.dat Training 94.85630 91.50334 90.50929 88.02623
Testing 93.93221 91.28072 90.02974 87.38534
Bupa Bupa-5-1trn.dat Bupa-5-1tst.dat Training 96.34404 94.06416 90.54563 88.24566
Testing 96.34372 94.67446 91.18756 87.15850
Bupa-5-2trn.dat Bupa-5-2tst.dat Training 96.73926 94.03471 90.03747 88.03780
Testing 96.35408 94.38888 91.18781 87.38934
Bupa-5-3trn.dat Bupa-5-3tst.dat Training 96.44789 94.28099 90.60988 88.67881
Testing 95.83687 94.17810 91.17036 87.50995
Bupa-5-4trn.dat Bupa-5-4tst.dat Training 95.89786 94.60967 90.00054 88.09804
Testing 95.98818 94.09815 91.07518 87.0259
Bupa-5-5trn.dat Bupa-5-5tst.dat Training 96.84098 94.28035 90.00024 88.50902
Testing 96.98877 94.24815 91.09334 87.27372
New Thyroid newthyroid-5-1trn.dat newthyroid-5-1tst.dat Training 96.18556 94.20514 94.30342 90.36042
Testing 95.75706 94.42228 94.00948 90.00804
newthyroid-5-2trn.dat newthyroid-5-2tst.dat Training 94.87947 94.57838 94.0298 90.68911
Testing 95.05789 94.20903 94.34672 89.43928
newthyroid-5-3trn.dat newthyroid-5-3tst.dat Training 95.13411 94.33428 94.50498 88.71452
Testing 95.20889 94.73422 94.02482 89.42426
newthyroid-5-4trn.dat newthyroid-5-4tst.dat Training 95.23472 94.20001 94.21092 89.22087
Testing 94.90788 94.13488 94.09092 90.60386
newthyroid-5-5trn.dat newthyroid-5-5tst.dat Training 95.23450 94.50984 94.50219 89.71093
Testing 94.68003 94.10229 94.01207 89.03480
1080 J. Nayak et al.proposed model. For that we have considered the case of
5-fold cross validated Haysroth dataset. In 5-fold cross
validated data, four folds will be used for training and one fold
will be used for testing. So, after the ﬁve times repetition of the
process, each time a separate subset of data has been used for
testing purpose. We have segmented the dataset into 5 subsets
randomly and each subset consists of 32 elements. As
Haysroth has three class labels, so, class-1 contains 32%,
class-2 contains 34% and class-3 contains 34% of the total
samples. For this purpose a cost matrix [81] has been consid-
ered to ﬁnd out the misclassiﬁcation samples depending upon
the weight factor (weight) of each class.
CM ¼
0 0 wk
0 wj 0
wi 0 0
0
B@
1
CAwhere CM is the cost matrix, wi is the weight factor for the
misclassiﬁed samples of class-2 and class-3 and, wrongly clas-
siﬁed as class-1. wj is the weight factor for the misclassiﬁed
samples of class-1 and class-3 and wrongly classiﬁed as class-
2, and wk is the weight factor for the misclassiﬁed samples of
class-1 and class-2 and wrongly classiﬁed as class-3. So, taking
into consideration of these weight factors, one cost metric is
used to calculate these misclassiﬁed training and testing sam-
ples and is described by Eqs. (8) and (9).
CostTRN ¼ MP1  wi þMP2  wj þMP3  wk
TSTRN
ð8Þ
CostTST ¼ MP1  wi þMP2  wj þMP3  wk
TSTST
ð9Þ
where CostTRN and CostTST are the cost of training and testing
samples, MP1, MP2 and MP3 are misclassiﬁed patterns of
Table 8 Performance of classiﬁcation accuracy on Wine, Balance, Heart, Hayesroth Datasets.
Datasets Task Accuracy of classiﬁcation in %
Data 5-Folds CRO-PSNN PSO-PSNN GA-PSNN PSNN
Wine Wine-5-1trn.dat Training 98.90877 94.07902 91.39033 88.01802
Wine-5-1tst.dat Testing 98.02972 94.39934 92.68082 88.09235
Wine-5-2trn.dat Training 97.703996 94.990391 91..34527 88.23120
Wine-5-2tst.dat Testing 97.67208 94.74344 92.10216 88.32003
Wine-5-3trn.dat Training 98.42099 94..38508 91.60238 88.02112
Wine-5-3tst.dat Testing 97.00211 94.0910 92.02303 88.02305
Wine-5-4trn.dat Training 98.03827 94.60117 91.02983 88.10289
Wine-5-4tst.dat Testing 97.89298 94.20981 92.02871 88.49365
Wine-5-5trn.dat Training 97.80957 94.12678 91.2748 88.503840
Wine-5-5tst.dat Testing 97.04437 94.14315 92.34533 88.09372
Balance Balance-5-1trn.dat Training 98.18638 95.03297 94.02800 89.12820
Balance-5-1tst.dat Testing 98.39068 95.00036 94.34501 89.09120
Balance-5-2trn.dat Training 97.02877 95.28928 94.22542 89.30291
Balance-5-2tst.dat Testing 98.39068 95.01114 94.22222 89.02892
Balance-5-3trn.dat Training 98.03826 95.30008 94.19245 89.00044
Balance-5-3tst.dat Testing 97.41048 95.04994 93.09733 89.00019
Balance-5-4trn.dat Training 98.13872 95.30220 94.00005 89.20054
Balance-5-4tst.dat Testing 97.08932 95.17776 94.11182 88.20196
Balance-5-5trn.dat Training 98.03872 95.11111 94.20187 89.02697
Balance-5-5tst.dat Testing 98.409871 95.23330 93.20002 89.20964
Heart heart-5-1trn.dat Training 92.3404 90.07209 89.00923 87.32092
heart-5-1tst.dat Testing 92.70927 91.44316 90.18298 88.10282
heart-5-2trn.dat Training 92.75029 90.09290 89.0625 87.00292
heart-5-2tst.dat Testing 92.00298 91.10023 90.09161 88.37091
heart-5-3trn.dat Training 92.42091 90.19028 89.60283 87.60292
heart-5-3tst.dat Testing 91.02922 91.00021 90.32879 88.50154
heart-5-4trn.dat Training 91.03966 90.60297 89.10289 87.01973
heart-5-4tst.dat Testing 93.80388 91.10225 90.01988 88.32589
heart-5-5trn.dat Training 92.84092 90.19835 89.23908 87.53029
heart-5-5tst.dat Testing 92.09837 91.09875 90.01983 88.13977
Hayesroth hayes-roth-5-1trn.dat Training 92.00975 91.02985 90.20925 89.00292
hayes-roth-5-1tst.dat Testing 92.12809 90.42085 90.75003 89.26872
hayes-roth-5-2trn.dat Training 92.09222 91.10021 90.00005 89.01911
hayes-roth-5-2tst.dat Testing 92.20982 90.00782 90.33342 89.40985
hayes-roth-5-3trn.dat Training 93.03875 91.63098 90.30295 89.1224
hayes-roth-5-3tst.dat Testing 91.82592 90.29825 90.02215 89.31251
hayes-roth-5-4trn.dat Training 92.93832 91.310982 90.39064 89.50289
hayes-roth-5-4tst.dat Testing 91.728975 90.35617 90.0010 89.09825
hayes-roth-5-5trn.dat Training 93.06225 91.39209 90.09872 89.10988
hayes-roth-5-5tst.dat Testing 92.98888 90.30992 90.06651 89.47509
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1081class-1, class-2 and class-3 respectively. TSTRN is the total num-
ber of training samples and TSTST is the total number of testing
samples. The cost has been calculated for the Hayesroth dataset
and the average cost for each of the training and testing has been
shown in Table 10. The value of the weight factor w1 ¼ 4:6,
w2 ¼ 4:4, w3 ¼ 5 has been set with the condition of average of
10 number of runs of the proposed CRO-PSNN. The average
cost in case of training samples is 0.4018 while in case of testing
it is 0.4384. From Table 10, it can be clearly realized the lower
cost and error rates of CRO-PSNN for Hayesroth dataset.
For all the other datasets, it can also be evaluated by considering
the fact that, the performance of classiﬁcation accuracy should
not be despoiled as all the parameter selection is completely
dependent upon the programmer. Hence, the proposed model
can be implemented in a low cost, less error rates and with high
classiﬁcation accuracy than the other described models which
shows the superiority over the other models.6.2. Performance comparison
The result of the proposed model is compared with the other
well known three models for all the datasets and the average
value has been indicated (see Table 9). The highest average
classiﬁcation accuracy of the proposed model for the datasets
such as Pima, Bupa, New Thyroid, Wine, Balance, Heart,
Hayesroth is 94.92845, 96.98877, 96.18556, 98.90877,
98.409871, 93.80388, 93.06225 respectively (see Tables 7 and
8). It is a clear indication of marginal good results of CRO-
PSNN except for the datasets Pima, Heart and Haysroth rely-
ing on which type of algorithm has been implemented upon
them.
The classiﬁcation result obtained by the proposed algo-
rithm for Monk2 dataset has been compared with the results
of the higher order neural network trained distributed
Table 9 Comparison of average performance of CRO-PSNN
with other models.
Dataset Average classiﬁcation accuracy (in %)
CRO-PSNN PSO-PSNN GA-PSNN PSNN
Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test
Monk 2 98 98 94 93 91 91 87 88
Pima 93 93 91 91 90 89 88 87
Bupa 96 96 94 94 90 91 88 87
New Thyroid 95 95 94 94 94 94 89 89
Wine 98 97 94 94 91 92 88 88
Balance 98 98 95 95 94. 94 89 89
Heart 92 92 90 91 89 90 87 88
Hayesroth 92 92 91 90 90 90 89 89
1082 J. Nayak et al.evolutionary algorithm proposed by Epitropakis et al. [55].
The average accuracy of our proposed CRO-PSNN for
Monk2 dataset is 98.808214 in training and 98.50285 in testing
which is greatly better compared to other models. The value of
the CRO-PSNN has been highlighted to indicate its better per-
formance not only resulting less error rates, but also high clas-
siﬁcation accuracy.
7. Statistical analysis and cross validation
In many machine learning applications, statistical analysis
plays a crucial role for demonstrating the improved perfor-
mance of developed method over the existing failed methods.Figure 5 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN
Figure 4 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNNStatistical analysis of experimental results is highly essential
in analyzing the nature of data. Various researchers are adopt-
ing a number of statistical tools to settle on the nature of data-
sets and algorithms. The performance in the improvement of
the proposed algorithm (from existing if any) or a completely
new algorithm should be statistically signiﬁcant either in terms
of classiﬁcation accuracy, error measures or any other criteria
in classiﬁcation problems. Several statistical tests and their
analytical measures along with experimental validations have
been reviewed by Demsar [82]. In this paper statistical tests
(ANOVA, Friedman Test, Tukey Test, Dunnett Test, Post
Hoc Test) have been considered to prove the effectiveness
and efﬁciency of the proposed algorithm than the other exist-
ing algorithms. They not only helps to distinguish the classi-
ﬁers but also able to ﬁnd the best classiﬁer among the others
in terms of their measuring values.
7.1. ANOVA test
In this section, one way ANOVA test [83] has been performed
to prove the statistical signiﬁcance of the results. In ANOVA,
the null hypothesis is being tested to show either all the classi-
ﬁers give same performance or their difference is a small ran-
dom number. The sum variability is divided [82] into the
variability among the classiﬁers, variability between the data
sets and the residual (error) variability by ANOVA. We can
reject the null hypothesis and get some difference among the
classiﬁers, based on some marginal better variability of the
between classiﬁer in comparison with error variability. The test, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Pima dataset.
, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Monk2 dataset.
Figure 6 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Bupa dataset.
Figure 7 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on New Thyroid.
Figure 8 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Wine dataset.
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tiple test range with 95% conﬁdence interval, 0.05 signiﬁcant
level and linear polynomial contrast and the result has been
indicated in Figs. 13 and 14 and the result of Posthoc tests is
shown in Fig. 15.
7.2. Tukey and Dunnett Test
To reject the null hypothesis in ANOVA, we have used Post-
Hoc test as well as Tukey test [84] for comparing theperformance of all classiﬁers with each other and the
Dunnett Test [85] for comparisons of all classiﬁers with the
proposed classiﬁer. The control group for this test is CRO-
PSNN and it is being compared with all other groups such
as PSNN, GA-PSNN and PSO-PSNN. The results of Tukey
test and Dunnett Test have been illustrated in Fig. 16. In
Tukey test by considering one group as the control group
remaining others are compared against that group and this
process has continued for all the others. The mean difference
between the classiﬁer variability is larger than the error
Figure 9 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Balance dataset.
Figure 10 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Heart dataset.
Figure 11 Performance of different models (CRO-PSNN, PSO-PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSNN) on Haysroth dataset.
1084 J. Nayak et al.variability in all the considered cases. So, it clearly tends
towards the rejection of null hypothesis. Hence, this indicates
for the better performance of the proposed CRO-PSNN as
compared to the others.
7.3. Friedman Test
Friedman [86,87] developed Friedman Test for detecting the
differences among multiple test classiﬁers by assigning certain
ranks to the resultant values in each row such that the best per-
formed algorithm will have the chance of getting highest rankfollowed by others. This test is normally adopted for ﬁnding
group differences and the measured dependent variable must
be ordinal. For the similar cases, the average ranks may be cal-
culated by using Eq. (10) in each of the columns.
Rj ¼ 1=N
X1
i
r ji ð10Þ
where r ji is the rank of the jth classiﬁers and N is the number of
datasets. Table 11 indicates the assigned ranks (shown in
brackets) of each classiﬁer on different cross validated
(a) Classification Accuracy of four models with eight datasets (Training)
(b) Classification Accuracy of four models eight datasets (Testing)
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Figure 12 Classiﬁcation accuracy of the datasets (a) training case, (b) testing case.
Table 10 Cost obtained for classiﬁcation of Hayesroth dataset in training and testing phase.
Data set Error (training sample) Error (testing sample) (Cost) training sample (Cost) testing sample
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-1 Class-2 Class-3
Hayesroth1.dat 4/42 3/43 4/43 0/11 2/11 1/10 0.403 0.431
Hayesroth2.dat 5/42 2/43 4/43 1/11 1/11 1/10 0.404 0.437
Hayesroth3.dat 5/42 1/43 5/43 1/11 0/11 2/10 0.409 0.456
Hayesroth4.dat 2/42 6/43 3/43 0/11 3/11 0/10 0.395 0.412
Hayesroth5.dat 4/42 4/43 3/43 1/11 0/11 2/10 0.398 0.456
Average 0.4018 0.4384
Figure 13 ANOVA test with 95% conﬁdence interval.
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1085datasets. Based on the assigned rank values, the average values
have been calculated for all the four algorithms.
As per the basic principle of Null hypothesis (H: All the
classiﬁers are in same rank and hence they are equivalent),
all the algorithms are same so that, the ranks will be equal.
Based on the ranks Rj of the classiﬁers, the Friedman statistics
X2F is computed by using Eq. (11).X2F ¼ 12N=m mþ 1ð Þ
X1
j
R2j 
m mþ 1ð Þ2
4
" #
ð11Þ
where X2F is the Friedman statistics and is distributed with
(m  1) degree of freedom. The values of N and m are integer
values. Iman and Davenport [88] distributed the statistics with
(m  1), (m  1) (N  1) degree of freedom as per F-
Figure 14 ANOVA results with sum of squares and mean square.
Figure 15 Post Hoc tests.
Figure 16 Result of Tukey and Dunnett Test.
1086 J. Nayak et al.distribution and developed a better performed Friedman
statistics shown in Eq. (12).
FF ¼ N 1ð ÞX2F=N m 1ð Þ  X2F ð12Þ
The value of N is 80 and
P
j R
2
j can be computed as 29.8346.
So, X2F is 232.0608 under the (m  1) degree of freedom. As per
F-distribution, the FF is computed as 2309.1499 by placing thevalues of X2F, N, m. The FF value is calculated with the (m  1),
(m  1) (N  1) degree of freedom i.e. (4-1), (4-1) (80-1) degree
of freedom and the crucial value can be obtained as 3.87 by
appropriately selecting the value of a as 0.01. As per the above
calculations, the critical value is less than the FF statistics, so,
the null hypothesis is rejected. Hence we can move towards the
Post Hoc analytical test. The density plot with the F value and
critical value is shown in Fig. 17.
Table 11 Ranks of classiﬁers on different datasets based on the classiﬁcation accuracy on train and test set.
Datasets Task Accuracy of classiﬁcation in %
Data 5-Folds CRO-PSNN PSO-PSNN GA-PSNN PSNN
Monk-2 monk-2-5-1trn.dat Training 98.94125(1) 94.25065(2) 91.34302(3) 87.09465(4)
monk-2-5-1tst.dat Testing 98.65503(1) 93.20354(2) 91.23045(3) 88.30485(4)
monk-2-5-2trn.dat Training 98.82501(1) 94.63629(2) 91.52376(3) 87.38207(4)
monk-2-5-2tst.dat Testing 98.64023(1) 93.72403(2) 91.44083(3) 88.24995(4)
monk-2-5-3trn.dat Training 98.79885(1) 94.33743(2) 91.43592(3) 87.02837(4)
monk-2-5-3tst.dat Testing 98.28612(1) 93.30857(2) 91.13547(3) 87.16387(4)
monk-2-5-4trn.dat Training 98.92436(1) 94.13034(2) 91.02635(3) 87.08364(4)
monk-2-5-4tst.dat Testing 98.64681(1) 93.86473(2) 91.06483(3) 88.05620(4)
monk-2-5-5trn.dat Training 98.55160(1) 94.33748(2) 91.28350(3) 87.24403(4)
monk-2-5-5tst.dat Testing 98.28605(1) 93.51329(2) 91.30746(3) 88.74632(4)
Pima Pima-5-1trn.dat Training 94.92845(1) 91.20273(2) 90.04783(3) 88.38364(4)
Pima-5-1tst.dat Testing 92.88353(1) 91.36032(2) 89.23953(3) 87.44824(4)
Pima-5-2trn.dat Training 93.93420(1) 91.05203(2) 90.56003(3) 88.23698(4)
Pima-5-2tst.dat Testing 92.94834(1) 91.43404(2) 89.44372(3) 87.49248(4)
Pima-5-3trn.dat Training 91.12836(2) 91.14052(1) 90.05992(3) 88.37209(4)
Pima-5-3tst.dat Testing 91.54318(1) 91.27280(2) 89.15308(3) 88.04128(4)
Pima-5-4trn.dat Training 93.84398(1) 91.47019(2) 90.04350(3) 88.05546(4)
Pima-5-4tst.dat Testing 93.71162(1) 91.23088(2) 89.04798(3) 87.17655(4)
Pima-5-5trn.dat Training 94.85630(1) 91.50334(2) 90.50929(3) 88.02623(4)
Pima-5-5tst.dat Testing 93.93221(1) 91.28072(2) 90.02974(3) 87.38534(4)
Bupa Bupa-5-1trn.dat Training 96.34404(1) 94.06416(2) 90.54563(3) 88.24566(4)
Bupa-5-1tst.dat Testing 96.34372(1) 94.67446(2) 91.18756(3) 87.15850(4)
Bupa-5-2trn.dat Training 96.73926(1) 94.03471(2) 90.03747(3) 88.03780(4)
Bupa-5-2tst.dat Testing 96.35408(1) 94.38888(2) 91.18781(3) 87.38934(4)
Bupa-5-3trn.dat Training 96.44789(1) 94.28099(2) 90.60988(3) 88.67881(4)
Bupa-5-3tst.dat Testing 95.83687(1) 94.17810(2) 91.17036(3) 87.50995(4)
Bupa-5-4trn.dat Training 95.89786(1) 94.60967(2) 90.00054(3) 88.09804(4)
Bupa-5-4tst.dat Testing 95.98818(1) 94.09815(2) 91.07518(3) 87.0259(4)
Bupa-5-5trn.dat Training 96.84098(1) 94.28035(2) 90.00024(3) 88.50902(4)
Bupa-5-5tst.dat Testing 96.98877(1) 94.24815(2) 91.09334(3) 87.27372(4)
New Thyroid newthyroid-5-1trn.dat Training 96.18556(1) 94.20514(3) 94.30342(2) 90.36042(4)
newthyroid-5-1tst.dat Testing 95.75706(1) 94.42228(2) 94.00948(3) 90.00804(4)
newthyroid-5-2trn.dat Training 94.87947(1) 94.57838(2) 94.0298(3) 90.68911(4)
newthyroid-5-2tst.dat Testing 95.05789(1) 94.20903(3) 94.34672(2) 89.43928(4)
newthyroid-5-3trn.dat Training 95.13411(1) 94.33428(3) 94.50498(2) 88.71452(4)
newthyroid-5-3tst.dat Testing 95.20889(1) 94.73422(2) 94.02482(3) 89.42426(4)
newthyroid-5-4trn.dat Training 95.23472(1) 94.20001(3) 94.21092(2) 89.22087(4)
newthyroid-5-4tst.dat Testing 94.90788(1) 94.13488(2) 94.09092(3) 90.60386(4)
newthyroid-5-5trn.dat Training 95.23450(1) 94.50984(2) 94.50219(3) 89.71093(4)
newthyroid-5-5tst.dat Testing 94.68003(1) 94.10229(2) 94.01207(3) 89.03480(4)
Wine Wine-5-1trn.dat Training 98.90877(1) 94.07902(2) 91.39033(3) 88.01802(4)
Wine-5-1tst.dat Testing 98.02972(1) 94.39934(2) 92.68082(3) 88.09235(4)
Wine-5-2trn.dat Training 97.70399(1) 94.990391(2) 91.34527(3) 88.23120(4)
Wine-5-2tst.dat Testing 97.67208(1) 94.74344(2) 92.10216(3) 88.32003(4)
Wine-5-3trn.dat Training 98.42099(1) 94.38508(2) 91.60238(3) 88.02112(4)
Wine-5-3tst.dat Testing 97.00211(1) 94.0910(2) 92.02303(3) 88.02305(4)
Wine-5-4trn.dat Training 98.03827(1) 94.60117(2) 91.02983(3) 88.10289(4)
Wine-5-4tst.dat Testing 97.89298(1) 94.20981(2) 92.02871(3) 88.49365(4)
Wine-5-5trn.dat Training 97.80957(1) 94.12678(2) 91.2748(3) 88.503840(4)
Wine-5-5tst.dat Testing 97.04437(1) 94.14315(2) 92.34533(3) 88.09372(4)
Balance Balance-5-1trn.dat Training 98.18638(1) 95.03297(2) 94.02800(3) 89.12820(4)
Balance-5-1tst.dat Testing 98.39068(1) 95.00036(2) 94.34501(3) 89.09120(4)
Balance-5-2trn.dat Training 97.02877(1) 95.28928(2) 94.22542(3) 89.30291(4)
Balance-5-2tst.dat Testing 98.39068(1) 95.01114(2) 94.22222(3) 89.02892(4)
Balance-5-3trn.dat Training 98.03826(1) 95.30008(2) 94.19245(3) 89.00044(4)
Balance-5-3tst.dat Testing 97.41048(1) 95.04994(2) 93.09733(3) 89.00019(4)
Balance-5-4trn.dat Training 98.13872(1) 95.30220(2) 94.00005(3) 89.20054(4)
Balance-5-4tst.dat Testing 97.08932(1) 95.17776(2) 94.11182(3) 88.20196(4)
Balance-5-5trn.dat Training 98.03872(1) 95.11111(2) 94.20187(3) 89.02697(4)
Balance-5-5tst.dat Testing 98.409871(1) 95.23330(2) 93.20002(3) 89.20964(4)
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Table 12 Result of Holm and Hochberg procedure.
i Classiﬁers z-Values p-Values a=ðm iÞ
1 CRO-PSNN: PSNN 14.6359 0 0.003
2 CRO-PSNN: GA-PSNN 9.3694 0 0.005
3 CRO-PSNN: PSO-PSNN 5.1440 2.8576E05 0.01
Table 11 (continued)
Datasets Task Accuracy of classiﬁcation in %
Data 5-Folds CRO-PSNN PSO-PSNN GA-PSNN PSNN
Heart heart-5-1trn.dat Training 92.3404(1) 90.07209(2) 89.00923(3) 87.32092(4)
heart-5-1tst.dat Testing 92.70927(1) 91.44316(2) 90.18298(3) 88.10282(4)
heart-5-2trn.dat Training 92.75029(1) 90.09290(2) 89.0625(3) 87.00292(4)
heart-5-2tst.dat Testing 92.00298(1) 91.10023(2) 90.09161(3) 88.37091(4)
heart-5-3trn.dat Training 92.42091(1) 90.19028(2) 89.60283(3) 87.60292(4)
heart-5-3tst.dat Testing 91.02922(1) 91.00021(2) 90.32879(3) 88.50154(4)
heart-5-4trn.dat Training 91.03966(1) 90.60297(2) 89.10289(3) 87.01973(4)
heart-5-4tst.dat Testing 93.80388(1) 91.10225(2) 90.01988(3) 88.32589(4)
heart-5-5trn.dat Training 92.84092(1) 90.19835(2) 89.23908(3) 87.53029(4)
heart-5-5tst.dat Testing 92.09837(1) 91.09875(2) 90.01983(3) 88.13977(4)
Hayesroth hayes-roth-5-1trn.dat Training 92.00975(1) 91.02985(2) 90.20925(3) 89.00292(4)
hayes-roth-5-1tst.dat Testing 92.12809(1) 90.42085(3) 90.75003(2) 89.26872(4)
hayes-roth-5-2trn.dat Training 92.09222(1) 91.10021(2) 90.00005(3) 89.01911(4)
hayes-roth-5-2tst.dat Testing 92.20982(1) 90.00782(3) 90.33342(2) 89.40985(4)
hayes-roth-5-3trn.dat Training 93.03875(1) 91.63098(2) 90.30295(3) 89.1224(4)
hayes-roth-5-3tst.dat Testing 91.82592(1) 90.29825(2) 90.02215(3) 89.31251(4)
hayes-roth-5-4trn.dat Training 92.93832(1) 91.310982(2) 90.39064(3) 89.50289(4)
hayes-roth-5-4tst.dat Testing 91.728975(1) 90.35617(2) 90.0010(3) 89.09825(4)
hayes-roth-5-5trn.dat Training 93.06225(1) 91.39209(2) 90.09872(3) 89.10988(4)
hayes-roth-5-5tst.dat Testing 92.98888(1) 90.30992(2) 90.06651(3) 89.47509(4)
Average Friedman Rank: 1.0125 2.0625 2.925 4
Figure 17 Density plot.
1088 J. Nayak et al.After rejecting the null-hypothesis, the Post Hoc test has
been carried out by using the Holm procedure [82,89,90] to
compute the performance of each of the classiﬁers against
the others depending on the z-value and p-value. The z-value
is calculated by using Eq. (13) and accordingly, the p-value is
computed from the normal distribution table.
z ¼ Ri  Rj
 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m mþ 1ð Þ=6Np ð13Þ
where z indicates the z-score value. Ri and Rj are the average
ranks of ith and jth classiﬁer respectively. The number of clas-
siﬁers is m and N is the number of datasets respectively. The
classiﬁers PSNN, GA-PSNN, PSO-PSNN are compared with
CRO-PSNN based on z-value, p-value and a= m ið Þ, where
‘i’ is the classiﬁer’s number, and described in Table 12.
By using the Holm test, when we compare the value of pi
with a= m ið Þ, it was observed that, the null hypothesis can
be rejected as pi is less than a= m ið Þ in all the three cases.
Hence, it is proved that all the null-hypotheses are rejected.
On the other side, Hochberg procedure works with the same
procedure, but the largest p value will be compared with a
and the next p value with a=2 and so on. In this case also,
the null hypothesis is rejected. Hence, the proposed classiﬁer
‘CRO-PSNN’ is statistically signiﬁcant and performs quite
well on cross validated data sets and outperforms the other
explained classiﬁers.
8. Conclusion and future directions
In this paper, a chemical reaction optimized higher order Pi–
Sigma neural network has been proposed. It is shown that
the CRO can be able to optimize not only the structure of
PSNN but also the weights of the network as it looks for the
global minima of the objective function. CRO does not use
any additional function or parameter such as ﬁtness functionof some other algorithms for determining the quality of reac-
tants. Simulation result shows that CRO-PSNN performs bet-
ter than the other evolutionary techniques and has better
classiﬁcation accuracy for almost all the datasets (Fig. 12).
The average classiﬁcation accuracy of Monk2, Balance and
wine datasets is found more than 98% as compared to the
other steady results of the remaining datasets. Also, it can be
implemented in a low cost with high classiﬁcation accuracy
A chemical reaction optimization based higher order neural network 1089and low error rates than the other deﬁned models. In case of
statistical comparisons and performance analysis, the CRO-
PSNN is statistically signiﬁcant in all the tests. In ANOVA
test, CRO-PSNN has mean value of 95.5129 (when a ¼ 0:05
in Post Hoc and Homogeneous test) and the upper bound val-
ue of 96.0713 is at 95% conﬁdence interval. In other tests such
as Tukey test, Dunnett Test and Friedman Test, its perfor-
mance is very promising and encouraging than the others.
In future, we can further investigate the performance of
CRO-PSNN to solve some more real-world classiﬁcation
problems, and other types of problems including function
approximation, prediction etc by hybridizing with other neural
network model optimized with a variety of nature inspired
metaheuristic. A meticulous study and performance analysis
of the proposed model will be the intention in future.
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